Release Notes for Link version 2017.02.v03.00

Release Date: 2/28/17

Purpose of the release

The version 2017.02.v03.00 release of Link includes updates to Link functionality.

The major themes of this release include:

- **Help Center Support** page hyperlinks are now underlined
- Loading (securing) indicator displays when attempting to access a direct dashboard URL

About Link

Link is an intuitive, self-service experience for care providers and their staff that improves administrative workflow to make their work measurably faster and easier.

Supported browsers

Link works best with the following browsers:

- Microsoft Internet Explorer
  - Version 11 and above
  - Supported but not recommended: versions 9 and 10 (Your user experience may not be as functional on these versions.)
- **Note**: Use the Tools menu Compatibility View settings to turn off Compatibility View for linkhealth.com and ensure that Display internet sites in Compatibility View is not selected.
- Mozilla Firefox versions 35 and above
- Google Chrome versions 37 and above
- Apple Safari version 7 and above

Enhancement to Link functionality

**Loading (securing) indicator displays when attempting to access a direct dashboard URL**

Attempting to access a dashboard using a direct URL causes a 401 Unauthorized error. When this error occurs, Link users see a loading (securing) indicator as the page is redirected.

**Help Center Support page hyperlinks are now underlined**

Hyperlinks on the Help Center Support page are now underlined when the user places the mouse cursor over them.